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Massachusetts To Default to Healthcare.gov, But First
Will Attempt Hail Mary To Save Its State-Based Exchange
Yesterday Massachusetts officials announced plans to default to
Healthcare.gov, but also announced a quixotic sprint to try first try to
rebuild the entire site in five months with a brand new, no-bid
taxpayer-paid contract to health care software developer hCentive.
Read more

More Insured, but the Choices Are Narrowing
In the midst of all the turmoil in health care these days, one thing is
becoming clear: No matter what kind of health plan consumers choose,
they will find fewer doctors and hospitals in their network — or pay much
more for the privilege of going to any provider they want. These
so-called narrow networks, featuring limited groups of providers, have
made a big entrance on the newly created state insurance exchanges
Read more

Details on Pence's plan to expand health insurance
Gov. Mike Pence's plan to expand health insurance coverage to
low-income Indiana residents involves a combination of health savings
accounts, employer-sponsored health plans and private initiatives.A
notice sent to health care officials said Pence plans to use private
market-based reforms, employer-based plans and health...
Read more

The 'policy geek' picked
to save Massachusetts'
Obamacare exchange
The CEO of the company
expected to be hired to salvage
Massachusetts' crippled
Obamacare exchange vowed his
software will quickly prove itself
so that the state won't have to
rely on an escape-hatch option...
Read more

Acceleration Is Forecast
for Spending on Health
Standing before a roomful of
economists, policy makers and
health care experts earlier this
month, Amitabh Chandra, director
of Health Policy Research at
Harvard’s Kennedy School of
Government, closed a
presentation about the slowdown...
Read more
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Obamacare Repeal: A Rocky Road to ACA –
Part 2

In this post, we will begin from October 2012 and
continue till October 2013, the month where
Obamacare finally saw the marketplaces going live.
For related reading, you can take a look at the Part 1
and Part 2 of the series here.
Read more

Picking up from our Part 1 of the series that rounded
up the Republican efforts to repeal and replace
Obamacare, we are poised at the enter 2011. In this
post, we are going to go from the events in January
2011 to the...
Read more

About hCentive
hCentive is in the business of helping
payers, states and the federal government
set up exchanges and online sales portals.
Our suite of products provides solutions for
Payment Gateway, Private Exchanges,
Medicare Eligibility & Enrollment,
Exchange Connectivity and Public
Exchanges.
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